Pharmacological activation of the prostaglandin E2 receptor EP4 improves cardiac function after myocardial ischaemia/reperfusion injury
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Aims Increased expression of several subtypes of prostaglandin E2 receptors (EP1–4) has recently been described in clinical and experimental myocardial ischaemia/reperfusion (I/R) injury. However, their pathophysiological significance in I/R remains obscure. Thus, we determined whether the activation of the prostanoid receptor, EP4, suppresses myocardial I/R injury.

Methods and results To analyse the role of EP4, we administered an EP4 selective agonist (EP4RAG, 1 or 3 mg/kg) or vehicle to rats with myocardial I/R injury. After 7 days of reperfusion, I/R rats exhibited left ventricular (LV) dilatation and contractile dysfunction with myocyte hypertrophy and interstitial fibrosis. EP4RAG significantly reduced infarction area/ischaemic myocardium (72.4 ± 0.7 vs. 23.3 ± 0.6%; P < 0.05) and improved LV contraction and dilatation compared with that of the vehicle. EP4RAG also attenuated the recruitment of inflammatory cells, especially macrophages, and interstitial fibrosis in hearts. Monocyte chemoattractant protein (MCP)-1 and other cytokines were increased in both non-ischaemic (area not at risk, ANAR) and ischaemic (area at risk, AAR) myocardium; however, western blot analysis and RNase protection assay showed that EP4RAG suppressed these changes. Gelatin zymography revealed EP4RAG significantly reduced matrix metalloproteinase-2 and -9 activities in both ANAR and AAR. Chemoattractant assay demonstrated that EP4RAG suppressed the migration of cytokine-stimulated macrophages and decreased the level of MCP-1 production in the supernatant (587.3 ± 55.3 vs. 171.5 ± 47.5 pg/mL; P < 0.05).

Conclusion The data suggest that the EP4 agonist is effective for attenuation of I/R injury by suppressing MCP-1 and the infiltration of inflammatory cells, especially macrophages.
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1. Introduction
Ischaemia/reperfusion (I/R) is a common antecedent event that predisposes a patient to congestive heart failure. Loss of cardiac function following I/R occurs in the context of myocyte death and interstitial fibrosis and is referred to as ventricular remodelling.¹ Recent studies have demonstrated that inflammatory responses may cause myocardial damage and fibrosis, leading to progressive impairment of cardiac function.² Specifically, macrophages are important mediators in I/R pathogenesis.³ Activated macrophages release various cytokines, such as tumour necrosis factor (TNF)-α, interleukin (IL)-1β, -6, and -12, interferon-γ, chemokines like monocyte chemoattractant protein (MCP)-1,⁴ matrix metalloproteinase (MMP),⁵ and transforming growth factors-β⁶ through an autocrine/paracrine mechanism. This is possibly representing a vicious cycle operative in the development of myocardial remodelling. Considering the harmful infiltration of macrophages, inhibition of the production of MCP-1 is very important, and to prevent the deposition of fibroblasts, reduction of the production of MMPs is also effective to attenuate left ventricular (LV) remodelling after I/R.

Prostaglandin E2 (PGE₂) is produced during inflammatory responses and controls a variety of both innate and adaptive immunity through four different receptor subtypes (EP1–4) with various signalling cascades.⁷ However, the precise roles of each receptor have not yet been elucidated. The use of gene-targeted mice and a selective agonist/antagonist responsible for each receptor has gradually revealed that...
each receptor functions via a distinct signal cascade and plays a unique role in a variety of disease conditions, including rheumatoid arthritis\(^8\) and tumour growth-associated angiogenesis.\(^9\) It has recently been shown that PGE\(_2\) protects the reperfused myocardium from ischaemic injury via its receptor EP4, suggesting a particular role of this subtype for cardio protection.\(^10\) Nevertheless, it is unknown how PGE\(_2\) protects myocardium, and to what extents PGE\(_2\) acts on. Nowadays, the close relationships between I/R injury and inflammatory responses by macrophages are reported,\(^1\) and a previous study also revealed that PGE\(_2\) suppressed chemokine production in macrophages through EP4.\(^11\) We hypothesized that cardioprotective effect of PGE\(_2\) through EP4 would relate to suppression of infiltration and chemokine production in macrophages. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to determine whether EP4 selective agonist signalling can inhibit the infiltration of macrophages, production of MCP-1, deposition of fibroblasts through reduction of the production of MMPs, and can attenuate signalling can inhibit the infiltration of macrophages, pro-

2. Methods

2.1 Rat myocardial ischaemia/reperfusion injury models

Eight- to 10-week-old male Sprague–Dawley rats were used in this experiment. Rats were anaesthetized with 40 mg/kg sodium pentobarbital intraperitoneally immediately before operation. Rats were intubated orally with a polyethylene tube for artificial respiration (SN-480-7, Shinano, Tokyo, Japan). The left anterior descending coronary artery was visualized using a microscopy and ligated with 6-0 silk suture. Myocardial ischaemia was confirmed by epicardial cyanosis and wall asynergy. After 30 min of coronary artery occlusion, reperfusion was made by loosening the suture and verified visually. The chest wall and the skin were then closed with 3-0 silk suture.\(^12\) Animals used in this study were maintained in accordance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals published by the US National Institute of Health (NIH Publication No. 85-23, revised 1996).

2.2 Treatment protocols

A novel EP4 selective agonist (EP4RAG), (2E)-17,18,19,20-tetranor-16-(3-biphenyl)-2,3,13,14-tetradehydro-PGE\(_1\) (Molecular Weight: 446.55) was kindly provided by Taisho Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. The EP4RAG selectively bound to mouse EP4 receptor with a \(K_i\) value of 2.8 nM, compared with PGE\(_2\). The compound hardly bound to other mouse receptors EP1, EP2, and EP3 with a \(K_i\) value of >1000, 357.0, and 491.0, respectively. The serum pharmacokinetic parameters of EP4RAG were obtained after subcutaneous injection of EP4RAG (1 mg/kg, reconstituted in PBS) into male rats. Maximum plasma concentration (\(C_{\text{max}}\)) was 414.41 ± 55.31 ng/mL, and half-life (\(t_{1/2}\)) was 0.64 ± 0.30 h. Area under the concentration–time curve (AUC\(_{\text{int}}\)) was 272.26 ± 35.11 ng h/ mL. The trough levels were <10 nM. Dosage regimen of EP4RAG in animal experiments was determined based on pharmacokinetic parameters.

The animals were assigned randomly to one of three treatment groups \((n = 6 each)\), as follows: (a) subcutaneous injection of EP4RAG (3 mg/kg) 15 min before reperfusion and every 12 h to day 7; (b) subcutaneous injection of EP4RAG (1 mg/kg) 15 min before reperfusion and every 12 h to day 7; (c) subcutaneous injection of PBS 15 min before reperfusion and every 12 h to day 7. To clarify the dose-dependent responses of the in vivo normal rat hearts of the drug, we administered PBS, 1 or 3 mg/kg EP4RAG to the rats without I/R injury \((n = 3 each)\).

2.3 Echocardiographic measurements

Rats were anaesthetized mildly with sodium pentobarbital (40 mg/kg). Trans-thoracic echocardiography was performed with a commercially available ultrasound equipment (Nemio, Toshiba, Tokyo, Japan) before the operation, immediately, 1, 4, and 7 days after reperfusion. A 7 MHz annular array transducer was used. Hearts were imaged in the two-dimensional mode in short-axis views at the level of papillary muscle. M-mode views were used to measure the LV dimensions according to the American Society for Echocardiography leading edge method.\(^13\) Left ventricular end-diastolic dimension (LVDd) and end-systolic dimension (LVDs), and fractional shortening \((\%FS = [(LVDd - LVDs)/LVDd] \times 100)\) were calculated from the M-mode recordings.

2.4 Haemodynamic measurements

Blood pressure and heart rate of all rats were evaluated on days 0, 1, 4, and 7. Blood pressure (systolic, diastolic, and mean pressure) was measured in conscious rats by using a tail-cuff system (BP-98A, Softron Co., Tokyo, Japan).\(^14\) Before the study was initiated, rats were adapted to the apparatus for at least 5 days.

2.5 Measurement of area at risk and infarct size

At day 7 after reperfusion, the anaesthetized rats were intubated and thoracotomy was repeated \((n = 6 in each group)\). Immediately after harvesting, heart weights were measured. The left anterior descending artery was ligated tightly and Evans Blue dye (1 mL of 2.0% solution) was infused via an inferior vena cava to determine the non-ischaemic zone (area not at risk, ANAR). Hearts were then sliced transversely into four slices and incubated in 2.0% triphenyl tetrazolium chloride (TTC) (Sigma, Tokyo, Japan) for 15 min at 37°C to verify the viable and necrotic area in the ischaemic myocardium (area at risk, AAR) as described earlier.\(^15\) Each slice was weighed and photographed, and the areas of infarction, AAR, and left ventricle were evaluated using computer-assisted planimetry (Scion Image \(\text{p4.0.2})\) by observers blinded to the treatment protocol. The volumes of each area were determined by the following process: volume of AAR = \((A1 × W1 + (A2 × W2) + (A3 × W3) + (A4 × W4))\), where \(A\) is the percentage of each area by planimetry from substracted numbers 1–4 indicating sections and \(W\) is the weight of the same numbered sections.\(^12\)

2.6 Pathology

To perform myocardial pathology of reperfused myocardium, rat hearts were cut at the level of the papillary muscles and harvested in 10% formalin solution \((n = 6 in each group)\). We obtained four transverse sections per heart for histopathological examination. Apex, mid-ventricular, and basal level slices were stained with HE and Mallory. The number of infiltrating cells in myocardium was counted as the sum of the cell counts on three fields at \(\times 400 \text{ magnification}\) in the HE staining.\(^16\) The area of myocardium and surrounding tissue affected by I/R (consisting of inflammatory cells, myocardial necrosis, and fibroblast) was determined with a computer-assisted analyser (Scion Image beta 4.0.2) in the Mallory staining. The area ratio (affected/LV as a percentage) was calculated as described previously.\(^17\) Values for three ventricular regions were averaged for each heart, and the mean percentage of affected area for each group was calculated. All data were analysed in a blind fashion by two independent investigators and averaged.
2.7 Immunohistochemistry
To perform immunohistochemistry of reperfused myocardium, rat hearts were cut at the level of the papillary muscles and frozen in OCT compound (Sakura Finetek, Tokyo, Japan). Each section (5 µm) was then incubated with anti-rat antibodies to CD68 (ED1, AbD serotec, Oxford, UK), CD4 (OX-35), CD8 (OX-8) (PharMingen, San Diego, CA), MCP-1 (R17), MMP-2 (H-76), or MMP-9 (H-129) (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA, USA) (each at 1–10 µg/mL) for 4 h at 4°C and then with histofine simple stain rat (Nichirei, Tokyo, Japan). Finally, each section was reacted with AEC matrix solution for 5–20 min. Immunostained type- and class-matched non-immune PBS was used as the negative controls for each antibody. Intensity of expression was scored as follows: 0, no visible staining; 1, few cells with faint staining; 2, few cells with moderate staining; 3, some cells with moderate staining; 4, diffuse cells with moderate staining; or 5, diffuse and intense staining. Scores of two independent reviewers were averaged.

2.8 Western blot analysis
Proteins were separated by SDS–PAGE, transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane, and incubated with monoclonal antibodies to MCP-1 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) or to actin (MAB3128, Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) at 4°C overnight. The membranes were incubated with a secondary antibody (Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ, USA) for 2 h and developed with ECL reagent (Amersham Biosciences). Enhanced chemiluminescence was detected with an LAS-1000 (Fujifilm, Tokyo, Japan).

2.9 Zymography
Zymography was performed using myelin basic protein (MBP) polymerized in an SDS gel as the substrate. Cell supernatants were separated by SDS–PAGE, and following the renaturation of the proteins with 2.5% Triton X-100, the gels were incubated for 22 h in a buffer containing Tris–HCl (50 mmol/L), CaCl2 (5 mmol/L), and NaN3 (0.02%). Gels were then stained with Coomassie Blue and MBP degradation assessed densitometrically.

2.10 Ribonuclease protection assay
The harvested hearts were homogenized in Trizol reagent (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY, USA) and frozen at −80°C. Cytokine mRNA expression was measured by (ribonuclease protection assay) RPA using rCK1 template (Riboquany kit, PharMingen). Levels of mRNA expression were quantified and normalized to GAPDH mRNA using densitometry.

2.11 THP-1 cell culture
The human monocytic cell line THP-1 was obtained from the American Type Culture Collection. THP-1 cells were maintained in RPMI-1640 supplemented with 10% foetal bovine serum (Sigma, St Louis, MO, USA), l-glutamine (200 mmol/L), non-essential amino acids, and 1 mmol/L sodium pyruvate. THP-1 cells (2 × 10⁶ cells/10 mm dish) were differentiated by stimulation with PMA (50 ng/mL, final concentration) for 1 day to obtain a macrophage-like phenotype that closely resembles human monocyte-derived macrophages.

2.12 Migration assay of macrophage
Monocyte chemotaxis was measured using a 6-well Micro Chemotaxis Chamber. First, THP-1 macrophages were cultured for 15 min in the absence (control) or presence of EP4RAG (10, 50, and 100 nM). After incubation, the medium with 1 × 10⁶ cells/mL (defined as conditioned medium) was transferred to the lower chamber of the Micro Chemotaxis Chamber. The lower and upper chambers were separated by a polycarbonate membrane with a pore size of 8 µm (Coster). An aliquot of THP-1 monocyte cell suspension (3.5 × 10⁵ cells/mL) was added to the upper chamber, and IL-1β (10 ng/mL) was added, after that, the cells were allowed to transmigrate for 24 h. After transmigration, the surface of the membrane facing the THP-1 cell suspension was scraped and washed three times according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The migrated cells, on the side of the membrane facing the conditioned medium, were fixed and then counted. The number of cells was counted under a light microscope at a magnification of ×400. At least five fields in each well were counted. There were three repeats for each experimental condition. The extent of cell migration was expressed as the number of cells per field.

2.13 Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay of monocyte chemoattractant protein-1
The concentrations of MCP-1 protein in the upper supernatants were determined by ELISA (BioSource, Camarillo, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

2.14 Statistical analysis
Values are given as mean ± SD. Groups were compared with Scheffe’s ANOVA (Stat View, SAS Institute, Inc.). We used a two-way multiple ANOVA for statistical analyses of haemodynamics in Tables 1 and 2. We used Student’s t-test for comparisons between two groups in the second experiment. Differences were considered statistically significant at a value of P < 0.05.

3. Results
3.1 EP4RAG prevented myocardial dysfunction after infarction
M-mode echocardiogram of a normal rat heart showed good LV contraction without any impaired wall movement. The vehicle-treated rat heart on day 7 after reperfusion showed that the wall motion in antero-lateral region of LV was decreased remarkably. However, EP4RAG (3 mg/kg) improved the regional wall motion in rats 7 days after reperfusion. Serial changes in %FS are presented in Table 1. There was no difference in %FS at baseline and at immediately after I/R between the EP4RAG- and the vehicle-treated groups. However, 7 days after reperfusion, %FS of the EP4RAG-treated groups was dose-dependently improved compared with the vehicle-treated groups (Table 1; see Supplementary material online, Data 1). EP4RAG (3 mg) did not affect the %FS in the animals without I/R injury (58 ± 1% before the injection of EP4RAG, and 57 ± 1% 1 day after the injection of EP4RAG).

3.2 Blood pressure and heart rate
There was no significant difference in heart rate among the three groups, but mean blood pressure of the EP4RAG-treated groups were dose-dependently improved compared with the vehicle-treated groups on 7 days after reperfusion (Table 1). EP4RAG (3 mg) did not statistically affect mean blood pressure (91.6 ± 3 mmHg before the injection of EP4RAG, and 74.1 ± 3 mmHg 1 day after the injection of EP4RAG) and heart rates (445 ± 3 b.p.m. before the injection of EP4RAG, and 438 ± 9 b.p.m. 1 day after the injection of EP4RAG) in the animals without I/R injury.
3.3 EP4RAG reduced ischaemia/reperfusion-induced myocardial damage

AAR/LV ratios were not significantly different between the EP4RAG- and vehicle-treated groups [EP4RAG (3 mg/kg) 49.0 ± 0.9%; EP4RAG (1 mg/kg) 51.0 ± 0.8%; vehicle 49.8 ± 1.1%]. However, infarct/AAR was significantly different between the EP4RAG- and vehicle-treated groups on day 7 [EP4RAG (3 mg/kg) 23.3 ± 0.6%; EP4RAG (1 mg/kg) 38.0 ± 1.6%; vehicle 72.4 ± 0.7%; *P < 0.05]. EP4RAG also significantly decreased infarct/LV compared with the vehicle-treated groups [EP4RAG (3 mg/kg) 11.4 ± 0.3%; EP4RAG (1 mg/kg) 19.3 ± 1.0%; vehicle 36.1 ± 0.8%; **P < 0.05] (Figure 1).

3.4 Myocardial pathology

Consistent with the echocardiographic data, EP4RAG-treated I/R rats had significantly smaller LV diameters compared with those of control. There was a statistical difference in heart weight-to-body weight ratios at day 7 after reperfusion between PBS-treated control (4.9 ± 1.2%) and 3 mg/kg EP4RAG-treated (3.9 ± 0.2%, *P < 0.05) samples. Photomicrographs of LV sections showed an increased myocyte cross-sectional area in I/R, while it was significantly attenuated by EP4RAG. The number of infiltrating cells was increased in both AAR and ANAR in I/R, which was inhibited by EP4RAG. Although interstitial fibrosis was increased in I/R, EP4RAG also suppressed this change (Figure 2; Table 2). Statistically, there were comparable results between 1 and 3 mg/kg EP4RAG-treated groups.

### Table 1 Time-dependent changes of FS and mean blood pressure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TX group</th>
<th>Fractional shortening (%)</th>
<th>Mean blood pressure (mmHg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Day 0 before operation</td>
<td>Day 0 after operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle (3 mg/kg)</td>
<td>57.5 ± 1.1</td>
<td>29.5 ± 1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP4RAG (1 mg/kg)</td>
<td>57.8 ± 1.3</td>
<td>26.8 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP4RAG (3 mg/kg)</td>
<td>57.6 ± 1.0</td>
<td>26.8 ± 1.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean ± SEM pathological values were compared among the groups using two-way ANOVA and Bonferroni post-tests.

*P < 0.05 compared with rat given vehicle.

**P < 0.05 compared with rat given EP4RAG (1 mg/kg).

### Table 2 Histological findings of the myocardium in native, I/R + vehicle and I/R + EP4RAG rats 7 days after operation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TX group</th>
<th>Myocardial infiltration (counts)</th>
<th>Myocardial fibrosis (%)</th>
<th>Immunohistochemistry (0–5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ED1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle (3 mg/kg)</td>
<td>644 ± 71</td>
<td>26 ± 4.3</td>
<td>2.8 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP4RAG (3 mg/kg)</td>
<td>79 ± 15*</td>
<td>6.9 ± 2.4</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.5*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native</td>
<td>0 ± 0*</td>
<td>0 ± 0*</td>
<td>O ± 0*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean ± SEM pathological values were compared among the groups using Scheffe’s ANOVA.

*P < 0.05 compared with rat given vehicle.

Figure 1 Evans Blue and TTC staining. Hearts were stained by Evans Blue and TTC to confirm the infarct area, the AAR and the ANAR after 30 min of ischaemia and 7 days of reperfusion. EP4RAG (3 mg/kg) treatment (B) significantly decreased infarct/AAR and infarct/LV compared with the vehicle-treated group (A). Statistical analyses of infarct size and AAR in hearts from the vehicle- and EP4RAG-treated rats (C). *P < 0.05 compared with rat given vehicle.
However, there was a difference between the results of control and 1 mg/kg EP4RAG.

3.5 Myocardial immunohistochemistry

The immunoreactive staining for EP4 receptor was barely detectable in the LV obtained from native rats. In contrast, in post-I/R animals on day 7, the expression of EP4 receptor was clearly increased in AAR (Supplementary material online, Data 2). In the vehicle-treated I/R rats, the expression of MCP-1 and severe myocardial macrophage infiltration was observed at day 7. However, EP4RAG significantly attenuated the expression of MCP-1 and infiltration of macrophages. T lymphocytes (CD4 and CD8), to which MCP-1 can be also chemotactic, were detected in the I/R rats, which were also reduced by EP4RAG. MMP-2 and -9 were expressed in both LV of EP4RAG- and vehicle-treated groups on day 7, but the expression was much stronger in vehicle-treated groups (Figure 3; Table 2). Although there were comparable results between 1 and 3 mg/kg EP4RAG-treated groups, there was a difference between control and 1 mg/kg EP4RAG.

3.6 Myocardial expression of cytokines, chemokines and matrix metalloproteinases

MCP-1 levels were significantly higher in I/R than those in native animals. However, EP4RAG attenuated the increase in MCP-1 expression in both AAR and ANAR (Figure 4A and B). EP4RAG also attenuated inflammatory cytokines, including TNF-α, IL-1β, and IL-6, induced by I/R (Figure 4C and D). On day 7 after I/R, LV gelatinolytic activity of pro- and active-MMP-2 and -9 appeared in both EP4RAG- and vehicle-treated groups, but EP4RAG-treated groups showed significantly weaker activity not only in AAR but also in ANAR.
Although there were comparable results between 1 and 3 mg/kg EP4RAG-treated groups, there was difference between control and 1 mg/kg EP4RAG.

4. Discussion

This is the first report that provides the evidence of increased myocardial expression of EP4 in the inflammatory area and the beneficial effects of EP4 selective agonist on the development of myocardial infarction after I/R injury by suppressing MCP-1 and the infiltration of macrophages. These effects were associated with a decrease in interstitial fibrosis as well as macrophage infiltration and myocardial TNF-α and IL-1β gene expression. Our observations suggest that EP4 agonist strategy may be of therapeutic benefit against the evolution of post-I/R failure.

Prostaglandins mediate cardioprotective effect in various in vitro and animal models of I/R-associated myocardial injury.22–24 Earlier work suggested that the anti-ischaemic action of prostaglandins is mediated, at least in part, by receptors specific for E-type prostaglandins.25 Contrarily, recent work demonstrated that targeted disruption of the gene for microsomal prostaglandin E synthase-1 depressed PGE2 production and retarded atherogenesis, supporting that pro- and anti-inflammatory pathways in cardiovascular diseases involves PGE2.26 However, it is unclear that how PGE2 protects myocardium, and to what cells and receptors PGE2 acts on. Prostaglandins exert their effects via G-protein-coupled receptors. Therefore, prostaglandin-mediated cardioprotection involves one of the EP receptor subtypes, namely EP1, EP2, EP3, and EP4. Each receptor has its unique signalling pathways.27 EP1 couples to Gq and increases intracellular Ca2+. EP2 and EP4 couple to Gs and stimulate adenylate cyclase with subsequent increase in intracellular cAMP. A previous study showed that targeted disruption of the gene for EP4 decreased PGE2-mediated inhibition of TNF-α, IL-12,28 in LPS-activated mouse macrophage. PGE2 suppressed the production of MCP-111 in LPS-activated human macrophages via its receptor EP4, and we also suggested that the structure of EP4 itself was associated with the anti-inflammatory effect in human atheroma.29 These researches support the primary role of the EP4 receptor in the anti-inflammatory pathway in macrophages. In accordance with these facts, we showed that this EP4 agonist suppressed the migration of macrophages stimulated by IL-1β and decreased the production of MCP-1 protein in vitro. This fact is very important, because increased production of MCP-1 and subsequent monocyte infiltration are observed at the reperfusion phase of myocardial ischaemia, and sustained MCP-1 expression can lead to sustained cytokine expression and inflammatory responses that lead to inadvertent myocardial damage.30

MCP-1 is known as a chemotactic factor, and several studies have reported the role of MCP-1 in human coronary disease.31,32 It has been found that administration of antibody against MCP-1 significantly decreases the reperfusion injury in a rat model.33 In reperfused myocardium, monocytes and macrophages are recruited by MCP-1 and function along with polymorphonuclear neutrophils as the main sources of inflammatory cytokines.3 Furthermore, it has been reported that MCP-1 enhances the expression of MMPs in fibroblasts5 and macrophages34,35 and that IL-1β and MCP-1 work together to enhance their own production.36 Taken together, MCP-1 plays essential and multiple roles in the recruitment of inflammatory cells, which promote myocardial I/R injury and subsequent LV

3.7 Induction of monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 and migration of THP-1 in vitro

IL-1β (10 ng/mL, 24 h) exposure caused an increase in MCP-1 protein levels in THP-1 monocytes, but this increase was dose-dependently inhibited by EP4RAG. MCP-1-mediated chemotaxis was also significantly attenuated by EP4RAG (Figure 6).
remodelling. Therefore, the suppression of MCP-1 expression by EP4 agonist is an effective way to prevent harmful inflammatory cell accumulation in reperfused myocardium. In addition, recent studies have revealed that MCP-1 may exert other biological activities than recruiting monocytes/macrophages, because the expression of MCP-1 does not always correlate with the extent of their infiltration. Therefore, the inhibition of MCP-1 by EP4 agonist shown in this study might not be attributable solely to its chemoattractant properties on inflammatory cells. In fact, EP4RAG reduced the expression of TNF-α in the post-I/R hearts in both AAR and ANAR. TNF-α has profound and wide-ranging effects that can initiate a cascade of myocyte hypertrophy and apoptosis. Therefore, a proposed mechanism of EP4RAG for reverse LV remodelling is related to the attenuation of this cytokine after I/R.

MCP-1 can also directly stimulate collagen production via upregulation of IL-1β expression in cardiac fibroblasts. Therefore, the inhibition of interstitial fibrosis in I/R by EP4RAG could be attributable to the attenuation of IL-1β. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that the longer-term inhibition of MCP-1 signalling may enhance LV remodelling and even cause cardiac rupture. Although we did not experience cardiac rupture in our series of rat experiment, we apparently need additional studies to clarify this crucial issue.

Adding to the fact that EP4RAG suppressed the expression of MCP-1 and infiltration of inflammatory cells including macrophages, it also attenuated the expression and activities of MMP-2 and -9 in both AAR and ANAR. Sustained expression of MMP-2 and -9 leads to the myocardial fibrosis, LV enlargement, and the resultant LV failure, so this effect of EP4RAG is noteworth. Cytokines including TNF-α and IL-1β evoke a secondary MCP-1 production from other types of cells, including cardiac myocytes and fibroblasts, and establish a positive loop, amplifying and sustaining the proinflammatory response. Thus, there is an intimate link between MCP-1 and cytokines, and MMPs in the hearts through an autocrine/paracrine mechanism, possibly representing a vicious cycle implicated in myocardial failure. Therefore, an inhibition of MCP-1 signalling by EP4RAG has a great potential for breaking the vicious feedback loop of inflammation and may attenuate the development of myocardial remodelling. Considering these cardioprotective effects of PGE2 via its receptor EP4, EP4 agonist may be useful for the treatment of cardiac dysfunction after myocardial infarction.

This study has a limitation. We administered EP4RAG 15 min before reperfusion and every 12 h for 7 days. Because clinical pre-treatment of patients prior to the onset of ischaemia may be difficult to achieve, further treatment protocols are needed.

In conclusion, the results of the present study demonstrate a robust cardioprotective effect against myocardial reperfusion injury by pre-treatment and continued treatment with the selective EP4 agonist. This
cardioprotective effect is based on the suppression of macrophage infiltration and macrophage-derived MCP-1. It makes great sense that activation of EP4 results in reduction of necrotic area as well as in preservation of cardiac physiological function. Although further investigations are required to evaluate the anti-leucocyte therapy, EP4RAG could potentially become a part of strategy to prevent the I/R injury.
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